Helping You Bring out the Smart Researcher in You
RAISING THE BAR FOR TAX & CORPORATE LAW RESEARCH

Whether it is understanding the complete picture of the Law or minimising the time taken to read-through multiple Case Laws with Taxmann’s Headnote, Taxmann.com | Research comes up with a host of new features and improved existing features.

Whether you are into Litigation, Advisory, Assessments or Return Filing, Taxmann.com | Research always gives you a better and faster research platform.
WE HAVE GOT THE TAX & CORPORATE LAWS COVERED!

- INCOME TAX
- INTERNATIONAL TAXATION
- TRANSFER PRICING
- GOODS & SERVICES TAX
- CUSTOMS & FOREIGN TRADE POLICY

- COMPANY & SEBI LAWS
- INSOLVENCY & BANKRUPTCY CODE
- FEMA/BANKING & INSURANCE LAWS
- COMPETITION LAW
- ACCOUNTS & AUDIT

Releasing Shortly
CONTENT & TECHNOLOGY TO SUPERCHARGE YOUR PRACTICE IN ONE OR TWO CLICKS

STATUTES
Covering Always Amended 340+ Acts and 990+ Rules
54,000+ Circulars and Notifications
20,000+ Circulars 32,000+ Notifications
18,000+ Articles
35+ Commentaries

CASE LAWS
1,70,000+ Case Laws
15+ Parameters to precisely Filter the Required Case Laws

EVER GROWING DATABASE
The database at taxmann.com is continuously growing.
In the last three years,
16,000+ Case Laws Reported
15,700+ Circulars and Notifications Reported
4,500+ Articles Published
25,000+ Documents Updated with Latest Changes

LATEST NEWS & UPDATES
Taxmann.com reports updates from more than 1,000 sources in real-time, including Ministries, Tribunals, Courts, Tax Dept., MCA, etc.
STATUTORY MATERIALS WITH INTEGRATION & ALL-ABOUT™

Apart from the extensive coverage of Acts, Rules, Circulars, Notifications, etc., we provide you integration in all of the above along with annotations to make your reading of the law complete & holistic.

Taxmann.com helps you understand lawmakers’ legislative intent & enables you to see how a statute has evolved so that you can incorporate it into your business advice/litigation advocacy.

CASE LAWS WITH INTEGRATION & HEADNOTES/CASE-SUMMARIES

We understand the importance of finding the right case law, which is why we provide:

➢ ‘Three-Line-Digest’ to get a glimpse of the ratio of the case
➢ ‘Head Note’ to get a relevant summary of the facts & ratio
➢ ‘Digest’ to get more details about the facts & ratio laid down

CHECK VIABILITY TOOL – MAKE EVERY SEARCH ENGAGING

Relying on Case Laws that have been overruled, modified, reversed, or repealed is detrimental to your practice. This is why we give information if a case is affirmed or reversed by the higher judicial authority.

➢ ‘See More’ tool enables you to identify the similar and connected records

GUIDANCE OF EXPERTS FOR THE EXPERTS WITH COMMENTARIES & ARTICLES

Navigate the grey areas of the law with multiple commentaries authored by the industry leaders and peer-reviewed articles.

PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DOCUMENTS IN ONE WINDOW – SIMPLIFY HOW YOU WORK

Our (trademarked) feature, i.e. All-About™, links all primary & secondary source documents, which enables you to swiftly through multiple documents in a short period of time.

MANAGING YOUR RESEARCH AUTOMATICALLY – SORTING, TAGGING DOCUMENTS IS JUST THE BEGINNING

We understand that managing the research work of each client might be difficult sometimes, so we have included Taxmann’s Research Box (which is optionally synced with your Dropbox) to sort, tag and automatically create categorised subfolders.

LATEST NEWS & UPDATES, REALTIME – OUTPACE THE PACE OF CHANGE

Know about all-important News & Updates in the Laws of India in three minutes or less with Single Line Summary | Three Line Summary | Full Source Document with Taxmann’s e-Newsletters.

OFFLINE Research Platform Experience the most authentic and largest research platform even without internet | Available everywhere so you can always get your work done
WHAT'S NEW IN TAXMANN.COM | RESEARCH?

PRECISION FILTERS | NEXT-GEN SEARCH ENGINE | IMPROVED DISPLAY
NEW TOOLS | 1:1 PERSONALISATION

PRECISION FILTERS
JUST A CLICK. IT'S THAT EASY.

» [Precise Results] All filters have been remapped for precise results

» [Filter the Filtered Results] After every selection in a filter, you get a refined list of filters available for further selections

» [Suggestive Lists] When you type in the text filters, it instantly shows you the suggestive list of matching options

» Related filters are grouped together for quick selection

NEXT-GEN SEARCH ENGINE
RESEARCH AT THE SPEED OF THOUGHT.

» [70% Faster] The search engine is up to 70% faster than the previous one

» [Trending Searches] Get suggestions from trending searches and available filters for quick selections

» [Cutting the Clutter] Search in all modules from one window

» Refine the search result as per the module, type and age of the document, or Act/Section, Court or Bench and Subject

» Type of documents and their key attributes are shown along with the search results (i.e., in favour of, date of the decision, court, etc.)
IMPROVED DISPLAY
BUILT FOR ANYTHING CONNECTED TO TAX & CORPORATE LAWS OF INDIA

» [New User’s Interface (UI)] of the website ensures the best User’s Experience (UX)

» [Quick Accessibility] All important functions and tools of the website are rearranged so that they can be accessed quickly

» [Multiple Documents in One Window] Doing extensive research or multiple topic research? – Now open ten documents in one window

PERPETUAL LOGIN
RESEARCH BETTER, FASTER. CONNECTED

» [Perpetual Login] No more hassles of re-login as new taxmann.com introduces ‘Perpetual Login’

» [Stay Connected with up to Three Devices] Login simultaneously from three devices with active access from one of the devices

NEW TOOLS
WORK DONE DIFFERENTLY

» [New ‘Research Box’] allows you to save not only documents but also search parameters

» [Pick up from where you left] Save any research parameter in ‘Research Box’ to pick up from where you left

» [14 Unique Tools] to do everyday work, differently. Case Finder, GST Rate Finder, Tax Calculator, E-Way Bill, AS and Ind-AS Calculators, etc.

1:1 PERSONALISATION AS PER YOUR PRACTICE AREA
CREATE, YOUR WAY

» [Showing Your Selections] Latest News & Updates that you see are now as per your selected area of the Law

» [Search as Per Your interest] Search results are automatically boosted as per your selected area
### TAXMANN.COM PLANS
**POWERFUL. FLEXIBLE. SIMPLE.**

**DESIGNED FOR ORGANISATIONS/FIRMS OF ALL SIZES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SINGLE-ACCESS</th>
<th>MULTI-ACCESS</th>
<th>IP-BASED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>APPLICABILITY</strong></td>
<td>Individual Practitioners</td>
<td>Small Firms</td>
<td>Medium or Big Firms/Organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NO. OF USERS</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2-9</td>
<td>10+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INDIVIDUAL PLAN(S) AVAILABLE</strong></td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CUSTOMISED URL OF YOUR FIRM/ORGANIZATION WITH WHITE-LABELLING</strong></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TAXMANN'S OFFLINE RESEARCH PLATFORM INTEGRATION FOR PARTNERS/DIRECTORS</strong></td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>LIMITED</td>
<td>FULL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TAXMANN.COM

LATEST NEWS & UPDATES

REPORTING THE FACTS WITH TAXMANN'S ANALYSIS

DAILY TAX & CORPORATE LAW DIGEST
A Daily Section-wise Digest of Judgment & Statutes on Tax & Corporate Laws of India

TAXMANN DAILY
Covering of the Most Important Income-tax Story of the Day with Taxmann's Analysis

GST DAILY
Covering of all the Statutory & Judicial Happenings in GST with Taxmann's Analysis

CORPORATE LAWS DAILY
Covering of all the Statutory & Judicial Happenings in Corporate Laws with Taxmann's Analysis

ACCOUNTS & AUDIT DAILY
Covering of all the Statutory & Judicial Happenings in Accounts & Audit with Taxmann's Analysis

TAXMANN | THIS WEEK
Weekly Newsletter which Analytically Summarises Key Updates Reported at Taxmann.com, during the Previous Week
TAXMANN’S IN-PRINT JOURNALS
HELPING YOU STAY UPDATED IN THE MOST AUTHENTIC PRINT FORMAT

GOODS & SERVICES TAX CASES
THE GST WEEKLY

» Comprehensive reporting of Judgments of the Supreme Court/High Courts/CESTAT/AAAR/AAR on GST
» All statutory updates, including Acts/Rules/Circulars & Notifications, Instructions, etc. on GST
  ■ Get first-hand information on all happenings in CGST Act, IGST Act, UTGST Act, and 29 State GST Acts
» Weekly review incorporating a summary of all recent developments in GST
» Your Queries
» Opinions of experts on all recent and vital issues

SEBI AND CORPORATE LAWS
AN INSOLVENCY & COMPANY LAWS WEEKLY

» Comprehensive reporting of Judgment of the Supreme Court/High Courts/NCLAT/NCLT/CAT/CCI/SAT/Appellate Tribunal for Foreign Exchange
» Acts/Rules/Circulars/Notifications pertaining to Corporate Laws
» The weekly browser provides you quick snippets of all statutory changes and landmark rulings
» Opinions of experts on all recent and vital issues
Corporate Professionals Today
A Weekly on
GST | Income Tax
Company Law
Accounts & Audit

- Weekly analytical analysis of judicial and statutory happenings in the field of Income Tax/GST/Company Law/IBC and Accounts & Audit
- Weekly browser to know about all important happenings in the previous week, segregated according to subject areas

TAXMAN
THE TAX LAWS WEEKLY

- Most comprehensive & fastest reporting of Case Laws
- Detailed tax reports of Case Laws with a special mention of Case Review & Cases Referred To Acts/Rules/Circulars/Notifications pertaining to Income Tax
- A section-wise analytical guide to Statutes
- Articles

Income-tax Tribunal Decisions
Authorised Weekly of the ITAT

- A weekly browser on judicial and statutory rulings by ITAT
- Section-wise case references
- Judicial rulings decided by various ITAT benches are discussed in detail for greater clarity